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Capital and Investment Strategy 2020-21 to 2024-25
Executive Summary
The Capital and Investment strategy gives a high-level overview of how capital expenditure,
capital financing and treasury management activity contribute to the provision of local public
services along with an overview of how associated risk is managed and the implications for
future sustainability.
Decisions made now, and during the period of the strategy on capital and treasury
management will have financial consequences for the Council for many years into the future.
This report therefore includes details of the capital programme new bids plus the
requirements of the Prudential Code and the investment strategy covering treasury
management investments, commercial investments plus the requirements of the Treasury
Management Code and the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government
(MHCLG) Statutory Guidance.
Capital programme
The Council has an ambitious Corporate Plan and in order to achieve the targets within that,
we need to invest in our assets, via capital expenditure.
The Council has a current underlying need to borrow for the general fund capital programme
of £290 million. Officers have put forward bids, with a net cost to the Council of £48.1 million,
increasing the underlying need to borrow to £338 million should these proposals be approved
for inclusion in the programme.
Some capital receipts or revenue streams may arise as a result of investment schemes, but in
most cases are currently uncertain and it is too early to make assumptions. Some information
has been included in the capital vision highlighting the potential income. It is likely there are
cash-flow implications of the development schemes, where income will come in after the fiveyear time horizon and the expenditure will be incurred earlier in the programme.
All projects will be funded by general fund capital receipts, grants and contributions, reserves
and finally borrowing. We do not currently know how each scheme will be funded and, in the

case of development projects, what the delivery model will be – this report, shows a high-level
position. To ensure the Council demonstrates that its capital expenditure plans are
affordable, sustainable and prudent, we set Prudential Indicators that must be monitored each
year (shown in Appendix 1).
The capital programme includes several significant regeneration schemes, which we have
assumed will be financed from General Fund resources. However, subject to detailed design
of the schemes, there may be scope to fund them from HRA resources rather than General
Fund resources in due course. Detailed funding proposals for each scheme will be
considered when the Outline Business Case for each scheme is presented to the Executive
for approval.
Appendix 2 contains a summary of the new bids submitted, Appendices 3 to 7 show the
position and profiling of the current capital programme (2019-20 to 2023-24) and Appendix 8
the capital vision schemes.
Corporate Management Team, the Lead Councillor for Finance and Asset Management, and
the Joint Executive Advisory Board Budget Task Group (JEABBTG) have reviewed the bids
presented in this report.
This report also includes the Council’s Minimum Revenue Provision policy and the Prudential
Indicators. The details are in section 5 of this report.
Treasury Management
Treasury management is the control and management of the Council’s cash, regardless of its
source. It covers management of the daily cash position, investments and borrowing.
Officers carry out the treasury management function within the parameters set by the Council
each year in Appendix 1 to this report and in accordance with the approved treasury
management practices.
The budget for investment income in 2020-21 is £1.684 million, based on an average
investment portfolio of £79.8 million, at an average rate of 2.18%. The budget for debt
interest paid is £5.656 million, of which £5.06 million relates to the HRA.
Non-financial investments and investment strategy
Councils can invest to support public services by lending to or buying shares in other
organisations (service investments) or to earn investment income (commercial investments
where this is the main purpose). Both are termed non-financial investments (i.e. not treasury
management investments).
The Council has £161.244 million of investment property on its balance sheet, generating a
return of £9 million and a current yield of 6.3%.
The criteria for purchasing investment property, when originally approved were to achieve a
minimum qualitative score and yield an internal rate of return (IRR) of at least 8%. It is now
recommended that the IRR is changed to 5.5% due to the change in the market forces and
recognition of the move to investing for strategic purposes, for example economic growth and
housing and regeneration.
The Council has invested £12.251 million in our housing company – North Downs Housing

(NDH). This is via 40% equity to Guildford Holdings Limited (£4.903 million) (who in turn pass
the equity to NDH) and 60% loan direct to NDH (£7.348 million) at a rate of base plus 5%
(currently 5.75%). The loan is a repayment loan in line with the NDH business.
Due to the specialised nature of treasury management and capital finance, there is a glossary
of terms at Appendix 13.
Recommendation to Executive
Subject to Council approving the budget on xx February, the Executive is asked to agree the
following:
1) That the following new capital proposals referred to in Appendix 2 to this report:




Sutherland memorial park ph 1 Calorifier replacement
Sutherland memorial park main pavilion amenity club
Sutherland memorial park cricket pavilion

be added to the General Fund Capital programme approved list and that the relevant
officer be authorised to implement the schemes.
2) That the following new capital proposals referred to in Appendix 2 to this report:






Investment property acquisition
Ph4 public realm scheme
New house
Energy & c02 reduction in non-HRA properties
Capital contingency fund

be added to the General Fund Capital programme provisional list and that these
schemes, subject to the limits in the Financial Procedure Rules, be subject to a further
report to the Executive, before being progressed.
3) That the following new capital proposals referred to in Appendix 2 to this report:




LED lighting
Car Parks Maintenance Reserve
Air Source heat pump at Citizens Advice Bureau

be added to the General Fund Capital Programme approved list, to be funded by
reserves, and that the relevant officer be authorised to implement the schemes
4) That the revenue implications of the new capital schemes referred to in paragraphs
(1), (2) and (3) above be implemented in the relevant years stated in the bid
5) That the affordability limit for schemes to be funded by borrowing be set as per para
4.32 in Appendix 1
6) That scheme ref ED38(p) relating to the North Street Development be deleted from
the provisional capital programme and any further scheme will be subject to a new

business case.
Recommendation to Council
The Executive is also asked to recommend to Council:
1) That the General Fund capital estimates, as shown in Appendices 3 and 4 (current
approved and provisional schemes), as amended to include such bids as may be
approved by the Executive at its meeting on 22 January 2019, Appendix 5 (schemes
funded from reserves) and Appendix 6 (s106 schemes), be approved
2) That the Minimum Revenue Provision policy, referred to in section 5 of this report be
approved
3) That the capital and investment strategy be approved, specifically the Investment
Strategy and Prudential Indicators contained within this report and Appendix 1
Reason(s) for Recommendation:
 To enable the Council to approve the Capital and Investment strategy for 2020-21 to
2024-25
 To enable the Council, at its budget meeting on 26 February 2019, to approve the
funding required for the new capital investment proposals

Purpose of Report
1.1

The Local Government Act 2003 requires the Council to have regard to the
CIPFA Treasury Management Code of Practice (“TM Code”), and specifically the
Prudential Code when determining how much it can afford to borrow.

1.2

The Capital and Investment Strategy gives an overview of how capital
expenditure, capital financing and treasury management activity contribute to the
provision of local public services along with an overview of how risk is managed
and the implications for future financial sustainability.

1.3

As such, the report also invites the Council to consider the General Fund (GF)
Capital Programme, and the new schemes the Council may wish or need to
undertake in the next five years.

1.4

The Council must put aside resources where the Council finances capital
expenditure by debt (internal or external borrowing), to repay that debt in later
years. This cost is charged to the revenue account annually, and forms part of
the Council Tax cost to taxpayers and is known as Minimum Revenue Provision
(MRP). The annual MRP statement for 2019-20 is included in section 5 of this
report.

1.5

The Council must have an approved investment strategy, and the implications
associated with that detailed in the capital and investment strategy. This includes

financial and non-financial assets, for example investment property and
commercial activity.
1.6

The requirement to report in accordance with the CIPFA TM Code, and the
MHCLG Investment Guidance is incorporated within this report. CIPFA also
recommends the UK Money Markets Code to its members as good practice to
which they should adhere.
Strategic Priorities

2.1

A comprehensive and well-managed capital programme supports all the
fundamental themes of the Corporate Plan and the Council’s strategic priorities.

2.2

Treasury Management is a key function in enabling the Council to achieve
financial excellence and value for money. This report, and the strategies within it,
is designed to help the Council achieve the best use of its resources and it
therefore underpins the Council’s strategic framework and delivery of the
Corporate Plan. We have an ambitious Corporate Plan in the period, and
therefore the capital programme, plus aspirations for the longer-term and
effective treasury management supports the financial sustainability of that.
Background

3.1

The Local Government Act 2003 requires the Council to have regard to the
CIPFA Treasury Management Code of Practice (“TM Code”), and specifically the
Prudential Code when determining how much it can afford to borrow.

3.2

The objectives of the Prudential Code are to ensure, within a clear framework,
capital expenditure plans are affordable, prudent and sustainable. This then ties
treasury management in with the Prudential Code ensuring that treasury
management decisions are taken in accordance with good professional practice
and that capital investment decisions are taken once the Council has determined
how much money it can afford to borrow for capital purposes.

3.3

To demonstrate that the Council has fulfilled these objectives, this report details
the Prudential Indicators that must be set and monitored each year.

3.4

We must put aside resources where the Council finances capital expenditure by
borrowing (internal or external), to repay that debt in later years. This code is
charged to the revenue account annually and is known as Minimum Revenue
Provision (MRP). The annual MRP statement for 2020-21 is included in section 5
of this report. There is not an earmarked reserve for MRP, it is represented in
the balance sheet as increased cash.

3.5

The Council invests its money for three broad purposes:





because it has surplus cash as a result of day-to-day activities, for
example when income is received in advance of expenditure (treasury
management investments)
to support local public services by lending to or buying shares in other
organisations (service investments)
to earn investment income (commercial investments where this is the
main purpose)

3.6

Under the CIPFA TM Code and the MHCLG Investment guidance, we are
required to provide details of each of these purposes in the investment strategy.

3.7

The UK Money Markets Code (April 2017) is a voluntary code of practice which
CIPFA recommends authorities follow as good practice. It is endorsed by the
Money Markets Committee (MMC) and has been developed to provide a
common set of principles in order to promote the integrity and effective
functioning of the UK money markets.

3.8

The details of the principles in the Money Markets Code can be found in
Appendix 10.

Capital Expenditure and Financing
4.1

Capital expenditure is where the Council spends money on assets, e.g. property
or vehicles that will be used for more than one year. In Local Government, this
includes expenditure on assets owned by other bodies, and loans or grants to
other bodies enabling them to buy assets.

4.2

The Council has an ambitious Corporate Plan and medium to long-term
aspirations within the Borough. As such, we have an approved capital
programme, and ask officers to submit bids for capital funding each year covering
at least a five-year period. These bids are linked to the Corporate Plan and the
Council’s strategic priorities, ensuring the expenditure meets the key objectives
of the Council.

4.3

We have adopted good practice guidance as set out in the HM Treasury Green
Book for Public Sector business cases in developing bids for funding and
eventual business case submission for capital expenditure. This is particularly
the case for projects over £1 million.
Current capital programme (appendices x to x)

4.4

1

A copy of the 1current capital programme is attached at Appendices 3 to 8,
together with a schedule of the latest resource availability for, and financing, of
the programme.

The revised estimates for 2019-20 is the original estimate approved by Council in February
2018, plus any unspent approved expenditure from 2018-19, now planned for 2019-20, plus any
amendments or additions to schemes approved during the financial year.

4.5

The actual financing2 of each financial years’ capital programme is determined in
the year in question as part of the preparation of the Council’s statutory accounts
preparation.

4.6

If we do not finance the expenditure from existing resources, for example capital
receipts or reserves, it will create a borrowing requirement. If we take out
physical loans to meet that borrowing requirement (replacing cash we have
spent), then external borrowing is in place. If there are no physical loans, then
the Council has internal borrowing. This means that we are using cash relating
to items in the balance sheet in the interim for capital funding purposes.

4.7

All projections are based on the current estimates for schemes and level of
resource availability. If costs increase, and/or additional capital resources are
received, the methods of financing and the level of borrowing required will vary
accordingly.

4.8

Officers calculate the interest estimates (both investment and borrowing interest)
according to planned capital expenditure. We assume around actual expenditure
of 50% of the provisional programme in the financial year. This also feeds into
the MRP calculations, and the liability benchmark, to ensure we are not being
over prudent in our budgeting.
New capital schemes

4.9

Service managers bid annually in September to include projects in the Council’s
capital programme, to be reviewed against corporate plan priorities and
fundamental themes whilst having regard to our underlying need to borrow for the
current capital programme and the implications for the revenue account.

4.10

Bids are reviewed by CMT, and the JEABBTG from a councillor perspective. Any
comments from that group are detailed later in the report.

4.11

Bids are initially placed on the provisional capital programme. All bids are then
subject to a further outline business case and further approval before expenditure
can be incurred on the project.

4.12

A summary of the new bids can be found in Appendix 2.

4.13

The Council has a current underlying need to borrow for the GF capital
programme of £290 million. Officers have put forward schemes with a net cost to
the Council of £48.1 million, increasing the underlying need to borrow to £338
million, should these proposals be approved for inclusion in the programme.

4.14

For planning purposes, we have currently assumed we will borrow internally for
all schemes, but in doing so we are projecting a need to borrow externally.

2

Some of the schemes are funded from earmarked reserves (reserves put aside for a specific
reason), and grants and contributions, for example ICT and Car Parks maintenance reserve, and
s106 contributions

4.15

The most economically advantageous method of financing (use of available
capital resources, external borrowing or leasing) will be determined in the year(s)
in which we incur the expenditure. This is part of the day-to-day treasury
management activity of the Council and depends on the resources available.

4.16

It is important to include schemes in the provisional programme so the Council
can produce a realistic five-year programme and include the financial implications
in the outline budget. It also gives councillors an indication as to what schemes
are being developed, and when they may be progressed.
Prudential Indicators

4.17

The Local Government Act 2003 requires the Council to have regard to the
Prudential Code when determining how much it can afford to borrow. The
objectives of the Prudential Code are:





the expenditure plans of local authorities are affordable, prudent and
sustainable
treasury management decisions are taken in accordance with good
professional practice and in full understanding of the risks involved
how these risks will be managed to levels that are acceptable to the
organisation
capital investment decisions are taken once the Council has determined
how much money it can afford to borrow for a capital purpose

4.18

The Prudential Code covers all capital expenditure and investment decisions and
should consider all potential long-term liabilities relevant to the authority. This
includes the consideration of investments and liabilities of subsidiary companies.

4.19

The responsibility for decision making and ongoing monitoring in respect of
capital expenditure, investment and borrowing, including Prudential Indicators,
remains with full Council. However, officers present the bids to the JEABBTG,
this report to the Corporate Governance and Standards Committee, the
Executive and full Council, enabling a broad range of Councillor scrutiny.
Monitoring is undertaken regularly by the Corporate Governance and Standards
Committee.

4.20

The Council’s capital expenditure plans are a key driver of treasury management
activity. The outputs of the capital expenditure plan are reflected in prudential
indicators, which are designed to assist councillors when making decisions.

4.21

To demonstrate we have fulfilled these objectives, the Prudential Code sets out
the following indicators that must be set and monitored each year.

4.22

Estimates of capital expenditure
This indicator is a summary of the Council’s capital programme and financing of
the programme, summarised in the table below.

4.23

The HRA is a ring-fenced account which ensures that council housing does not
subsidise, or is itself subsidised by, other local services. HRA expenditure and
financing is therefore recorded separately.

4.24

All capital expenditure must be financed either from external sources (e.g. grants
and contributions), the Council’s own resources (revenue, reserves or capital
receipts), or debt (borrowing or leasing). Planned financing is shown in the table
below.

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE SUMMARY

2019-20 2019-20 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25
Approved Outturn Variance Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate
£000
£000
£000
£000
£000
£000
£000
£000

General Fund Capital Expenditure
- Main Programme
62,504
- Provisional schemes
17,476
- Schemes funded by reserves
6,769
- S106 Projects
36
Total Expenditure
86,785
Financed by :
Capital Receipts
0
Capital Grants/Contributions
(19,681)
Capital Reserves/Revenue
(20,509)
Borrowing
(46,595)
Financing - Totals (86,785)
Housing Revenue Account Capital Expenditure
- Main Programme
8,567
- Provisional schemes
406
Total Expenditure
8,973
Financed by :
- Capital Receipts
(1,404)
- Capital Reserves/Revenue
(7,569)
- Borrowing
0
Financing - Totals
(8,973)

59,875
2,262
6,730
150
69,017
(2,031)
(7,554)
(16,486)
(42,946)
(69,017)

(2,629)
(15,214)
(39)
114
(17,768)

41,568
102,867
3,365
0
147,800

(2,031)
0
12,127
(41,368)
4,023
(3,585)
3,649 (102,847)
17,768 (147,800)

11,739
1,106
12,845

3,172
700
3,872

5,758
18,032
23,790

(2,240)
(10,605)
0
(12,845)

(836)
(3,037)
0
(3,872)

(5,745)
(8,046)
(10,000)
(23,790)

14,282
64,072
1,500
0
79,854

5,825
87,335
500
0
93,660

5,825
5,162
0
0
10,987

(4,000) (11,200) (10,987)
(7,550) (5,500)
0
(1,720)
(720)
0
(66,584) (76,240)
0
(79,854) (93,660) (10,987)
5,525
24,637
30,162

4,025
11,167
15,192

4,075
9,575
13,650

Initially we will finance capital expenditure from our own resources. If we do not
have enough resources to finance all the planned expenditure, there will be an
increase in the underlying need to borrow, and therefore the capital financing
requirement (CFR).

4.26

The table above shows most of our capital expenditure will be financed from
borrowing due to the availability of capital receipts and reserves.

4.28

(5,825)
0
0
0
(5,825)
1,400
5,575
6,975

(7,656) (3,165)
(400)
(700)
(12,506) (2,027) (3,250)
3,725
(10,000) (10,000) (10,000) (10,000)
(30,162) (15,192) (13,650) (6,975)

4.25

4.27

5,825
0
0
0
5,825

Estimates of CFR and Gross Debt as shown against the CFR
The CFR is the cumulative balance of unfinanced capital expenditure (“debt”)
less provision made for repayment of the debt, known as Minimum Revenue
Provision (MRP).
Debt is only a temporary source of finance (since loans and leases must be
repaid), and this is, therefore, replaced over time by other financing, usually from
revenue, via MRP. The Council’s MRP statement is in section 5 of this report.
We can also make a voluntary revenue provision if we wish.

4.29

The Council is required to make reasonable estimates of the total CFR over at
least the forthcoming year and the following two years.

4.30

Any estimated capital expenditure in para 4.24 which is shown to be funded from
borrowing increases the CFR.

4.31

The table below shows the Council’s estimated CFR, level of reserves and
borrowing to calculate the Council’s overall borrowing requirement.
Guildford BC

Balance Sheet Summary and Projections in £'000 - last updated 27 Nov 2019
31st March:
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
Loans Capital Financing Req.
294,706
337,488
424,133
500,960
598,660
Less: External Borrowing
(212,702) (192,665) (192,435) (147,435) (147,435)
Internal (Over) Borrowing
82,004
144,823
231,698
353,525
451,225
Less: Usable Reserves
(164,974) (168,628) (176,489) (186,701) (199,100)
Less: Working Capital Surplus
(12,361)
(12,361)
(12,361)
(12,361)
(12,361)
(Investments) / New Borrowing
(95,331)
(36,166)
42,848
154,463
239,764
Net Borrowing Requirement
117,371
156,499
235,283
301,898
387,199
Preferred Year-end Position
45,000
45,000
45,000
45,000
45,000
Liability Benchmark (year-end)
162,371
201,499
280,283
346,898
432,199
Peak to Trough Cash Flow
(7,388)
(7,462)
(7,536)
(7,612)
(7,688)
Liability Benchmark (mid-year)
154,983
194,038
272,747
339,286
424,511

2024
676,771
(137,435)
539,336
(213,116)
(12,361)
313,859
451,294
45,000
496,294
(7,765)
488,530

2025
776,585
(127,435)
649,150
(227,032)
(12,485)
409,634
537,069
45,450
582,519
(7,842)
574,677

Housing Revenue Account - Summary and Projections in £000
31st March:
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
197,024
207,024
217,024
227,024
237,024
(116,224) (119,420) (127,510) (137,593) (151,112)
0
0
0
0
0
(192,895) (192,665) (192,435) (147,435) (147,435)
(112,095) (105,061) (102,921)
(58,004)
(61,523)

2024
237,024
(165,935)
0
(137,435)
(66,346)

2025
237,024
(179,818)
0
(127,435)
(70,229)

2024
439,747
(47,181)
(12,361)
0
380,205

2025
539,561
(47,214)
(12,485)
0
479,863

HRA Loans CFR
HRA Reserves
HRA Working Capital
HRA Borrowing
HRA Cash Balance

31st March:
GF Loans CFR
GF Reserves
GF Working Capital
GF Borrowing
GF Cash Balance

General Fund 2019
97,682
(48,750)
(12,361)
(19,807)
16,764

Summary and Projections in £000
2020
2021
2022
130,464
207,109
273,936
(49,208)
(48,979)
(49,108)
(12,361)
(12,361)
(12,361)
0
0
0
68,895
145,769
212,467

2023
361,636
(47,988)
(12,361)
0
301,287

4.32

To compare the Council’s actual borrowing against an alternative strategy, a
liability benchmark has been calculated showing the lowest risk level of
borrowing. This assumes cash and investment balances are kept to a minimum
level at the end of each year. Our minimum level has been set at £45 million.

4.33

The GF CFR is forecast to increase by £409 million over the period, as capital
expenditure financed by borrowing is greater than resources put aside for debt
repayment.

4.34

The HRA CFR is also forecast to rise and the Council undertakes its house
building programme funded by borrowing.

4.35

Gross debt against the CFR is a key indicator of prudence. The aim is to ensure
that debt does not, except in the short-term, exceed the total of the CFR in the

previous year, plus the estimates of any additional CFR for the current and next
two financial years. This is to ensure debt is only for a capital purpose.
4.36

The table above shows that debt is expected to remain below the CFR during the
period shown.

4.37

The liability benchmark is also shown below in a graphical format:

4.38

The difference between the liability benchmark (solid red line) and the red dotted
line is our minimum liquidity requirement of £45 million. This graph clearly shows
that while the CFR is stable, based on future assumptions, the liability benchmark
is reducing in line with assumed increases in reserves and MRP payments.

4.39

4.40

Operational boundary and authorised limit for external debt
The Council is legally required to set an annual affordable borrowing limit. This is
the maximum the Council can borrow. In line with statutory guidance, a lower
operational boundary is also set as a warning level should debt approach that
limit.
The operational boundary is the most likely level of borrowing in year, directly
linked to capital expenditure plans and the CFR and cash-flow requirements.

4.41

We set a separate limit for the HRA, which is now important to monitor due to the
removal of the debt cap.

4.42

The authorised limit gives headroom for significant cash-flow movements. We
are required to set a limit for other long-term liabilities, for example finance
leases. We have included £26 million for items that can be classed as a finance
lease, particularly with the introduction of IFRS163 in April 2020.

Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP)
5.1

Where the Council finances capital expenditure by borrowing, the CFR will
increase and we must put aside resources, from revenue, to repay that debt in
later years, known as MRP. MRP only applies to the GF.

5.2

The Local Government Act 2003 requires local authorities to have regard to the
MHCLG’s Guidance on MRP, most recently revised in 2018.

5.3

The Guidance aims to ensure that debt is repaid over a period that is reasonably
commensurate with that over which the capital expenditure provides benefits.

5.4

The Guidance recommends a maximum useful life of 50 years for all assets,
unless the Council has an opinion from an appropriately qualified professional
advisor that an asset will deliver service functionality for more than 50 years.

5.5

MRP becomes chargeable in the financial year after the expenditure is incurred
or if a scheme is not complete when the asset becomes operational.

5.6

Based on the Council’s estimate of its CFR on 31 March 2020, and unfinanced
capital expenditure in 2019-20 of £44 million, the budget for MRP for 2020-21
and future years is:
2020-21
2021-22
2022-23

5.7

£1.639 million
£1.593 million
£2.470 million

Profiling of capital expenditure is key in determining the impact of MRP on the
revenue account.
MRP Policy

5.8

The Council will use the asset life method as its main method of applying MRP
but will use the annuity method for investment property.

5.9

Where appropriate, for example in relation to capital expenditure on
development, we may use an annuity method starting in the year after the asset
becomes operational.

3

New lease standard which reclassifies all leases, subject to certain minimum criteria, for lessees as a
finance lease, and therefore on-balance sheet. Operating leases will no longer exist for lessees .

5.10

Where we acquire assets ahead of a development scheme, we will charge MRP
based on the income flow of the asset or as service benefit is obtained.
Therefore, where construction, major refurbishment or redevelopment of an asset
occurs, we will not charge MRP during the period of construction, refurbishment
or redevelopment. MRP will not be charged from the date a property is vacant (if
the development starts within 12 months of the vacation date). MRP will be
charged in the financial year after the asset has returned to operational use.

5.11

We will apply a life of 50 years for the purchase of land and schemes which are
on land (for example transport schemes).

5.12

Where loans are made to other bodies for their capital expenditure, no MRP will
be charged, where the other body is making principal repayments of that loan as
well as interest. However, the capital receipts generated by the loan principal
repayments on those loans will be put aside to reduce the CFR.

5.13

For investments in shares classed as capital expenditure, we will apply a life
related to the underlying asset in which the share capital has been invested.

5.14

We will apply a prudent approach to determining which schemes are financed
from capital resources and which ones will be subject to MRP. For example, we
feel it is prudent to apply capital resources to those schemes that have a shorter
estimated life. We will determine this annually as part of closing the accounts.

5.15

Generally, the asset life for MRP will be matched to the life used for depreciation
purposes. Estimated life periods will be determined under delegated powers to
the Chief Finance Officer.

Treasury Management
6.1

Treasury management is concerned with keeping enough but not excessive cash
available to meet the Council’s spending needs, while managing the risks
involved. Surplus cash is invested until required, while a shortage of cash will be
met by borrowing, to avoid excessive credit balances of overdrafts in the bank
current account.

6.2

The Council is typically cash rich in the short-term as revenue income is received
before it is spent, but cash poor in the long-term as capital expenditure is
incurred before being financed. The revenue cash surpluses are offset against
capital cash shortfalls to reduce overall borrowing.

6.3

Decisions on treasury management investment and borrowing are made daily
and are therefore delegated to the Director of Finance (s151 officer) and staff, as
per the Treasury Management Practices (TMPs), who must act in line with the
treasury management strategy approved by Council in February each year.
Treasury management activity is presented to the Corporate Governance and
Standards Committee as part of the Council’s financial monitoring report
throughout the year. Corporate Governance and Standards Committee is
responsible for scrutinising treasury management decisions.

6.4

Due to past decisions, the Council currently has £193 million long-term borrowing
(all related to the HRA) at an average rate of 3.20% and an investment portfolio
of £105 million at an average rate of 1.73%.
Borrowing strategy

6.5

The Council’s main objectives when borrowing is to achieve a low but certain
cost of finance while retaining flexibility should plans change in future. These
objectives are often conflicting, and the Council therefore needs to strike a
balance between cheap short-term loans and long-term fixed rate loans where
the future cost is known but higher.

6.6

Statutory guidance is that debt should remain below the capital financing
requirement, except in the short-term. The Liability benchmark in paragraphs
4.31 to 4.38 show that we are meeting the statutory guidance.

6.7

The detailed borrowing strategy can be found in Appendix 1 section 5.
Investment strategy

6.8

Treasury investments arise from receiving cash before it is paid out again.
Investments made for service reasons or for pure financial gain are not generally
considered to be part of treasury management.

6.9

The contribution that treasury management investments make to the objectives
of the Council is to support effective treasury management activities. Interest
receipts of the council are budgeted to be £1.68 million in 2020-21.

6.10

The Council’s policy on treasury management is to prioritise security over yield,
that is to focus on minimising risk rather than maximising returns. Cash that is
likely to be spent in the near term is invested securely, for example with the
government, other local authorities or selected high-quality banks to minimise the
risk of loss. Money that will be held for longer-terms is invested more widely,
including bonds, shares and property to balance the risk of loss against the risk
of receiving returns below inflation. Both near-term and longer-term investments
may be held in pooled funds, where an external manager makes decisions on
which investments to buy and the Council may request its money back at short
notice.

6.11

The detailed investment strategy can be found in Appendix 1 section 5.

Asset management / non-financial investments
Property asset management
7.1

To ensure that capital assets continue to be of use in the long-term, the Council
has an asset strategy and asset management framework. These include the
following objectives:










for operational properties to operate at full potential in the delivery of
services, assessing them against performance criteria and investing
where necessary to ensure they remain fit for purpose and improve
service capability
for investment properties to achieve a maximum return by actively
managing and reviewing properties, reduce risk, and enhance income,
negotiate leases on the best possible terms, invest where necessary to
retain their value and sell high cost or underperforming assets
for all buildings to be held to a high standard of repair, by undertaking
regular condition surveys and linking the output of the condition survey to
an identifiable programme of works
for all works to provide value for money by undertaking cost analysis and
options appraisals to determine whether to fund capital improvements and
ensure robust procedures are followed when arranging works to
encourage competitive and best value pricing
for all properties to be fully compliant with statutory requirements
including health and safety and energy efficiency regulations.

Investments for service purposes
7.2

The Council makes investments to assist local public services, including loans to
and buying shares in local service providers, local small businesses to promote
economic growth, and the Council’s subsidiary companies. Considering the
public service objective, the Council is willing to take more risk than with treasury
investments; however, it still plans for such investments to at least break even
after all costs.

7.3

Opportunities on service investments are initiated by the relevant service leader
and any decisions are made by the Director of Finance. Most loans and shares
are capital expenditure and purchases will therefore also be approved as part of
the capital programme.

7.4

The main risk when making service loans is that the borrower will be unable to
repay the principal lent and/or the interest due. One of the risks of investing in
shares is that they fall in value meaning that the initial outlay may not be
recovered. In order to limit this risk and ensure that total exposure to service
loans remains proportionate to the size of the Council, we will undertake
independent due diligence before entering into a loan or purchasing shares.

7.5

Accounting standards require the Council to set aside loss allowance for loans,
reflecting the likelihood of non-payment. The figures in the Statement of
Accounts will be shown net of this loss allowance. However, the Council makes
every reasonable effort to collect the full sum lent and has appropriate credit
control arrangements in place to recover overdue repayments.

7.6

The Council invests and has purchased shares in Guildford Holdings Company
(40% equity shares then transferred into North Downs Housing). A small amount
has been used to purchase shares in the Guildford Credit Union (BOOM) and the
Broadband for Surrey Hills (B4SH). The projected future investment in the

Council’s companies are detailed in the capital programme. It is not expected to
increase exposure to BOOM or B4SH.
Other non-treasury investments
7.7

The Council had acquired its investment properties over several years to facilitate
the economic development of the borough and generate rental income that helps
support the wider financial position of the Council.

7.8

Compared with other investment types, property is relatively difficult to sell and
convert into cash at short notice and can take a considerable amount of time to
sell in certain market conditions. Therefore, the size of the investment property
portfolio is compared, on a monthly basis, against the value of the Council’s
treasury management investments.

7.9

Investment property is valued at £161.244 million as per the 2018-19 Statement
of Accounts, with rent receipts of £8.9 million.

7.10

With financial return being the main objective, the Council accepts higher risk on
commercial investment properties than treasury investments. The principal risk
exposures include fluctuating capital values, vacancies, tenant defaults and rising
financing costs. All these factors can have an impact on the net financial return
to the Council. The Council mitigates the risks through the choice of more secure
property investments using the criteria described above and keeping a balanced
portfolio spread across different property types. Officers prepare detailed cash
flow models for each prospective investment acquisition in order to appraise the
cash flow risk and the IRR of the investment.

7.11

In accordance with government guidance, the Council considers a property
Investment to be secure if its accounting valuation is at or higher than its
purchase cost including taxes and transaction costs. The Council values
investment property annually.

7.12

If the fair value assessment of the portfolio in the accounts is at or above
purchase cost, the underlying asset provides security for the capital investment.
Should the valuation be lower than the purchase cost, the Council will report this
in the capital and investment annual report, along with the consequences of the
loss on security of investments and any revenue consequences arising.

7.13

Performance is also reviewed regularly throughout the year and an investment
fund portfolio report submitted annually to the Property Review Group.

7.14

In accordance with the Council’s Constitution, the Director of Community
Services is authorised to acquire investment property up to £1 million in
consultation with the Lead Councillor, where budget provision exists in the
approved general fund capital programme. Investment property acquisitions
must be in consultation with the Chief Finance Officer in line with the criteria set
out in the asset investment strategy. Where there isn’t an approved budget in the
capital programme, committee approval will be sought in line with the financial
regulations.

7.15

A bid has been submitted which a fund of £40 million be set up to invest in
property in order to increase the rental income stream for the Council and to
stimulate and encourage business growth and sustainable development by
investing in key strategic sites. To enable this, officers have also proposed a new
property investment strategy.

7.16

The property investment strategy will provide a robust and viable framework for
the acquisition of commercial properties located within the borough. This will
direct investment in assets that local businesses occupy as well as those
nationally or internationally that contribute to growth in the local economy. There
will be continual evaluation of the property investment portfolio to meet the
Council’s priorities and ensure it is fit for purpose.

7.17

We will also consider new opportunities as they arise. For example, the Council
recognises that another major industrial site is coming to the end of its physical
life where our tenants want to reinvest. The Council will support redevelopment
plans by tenants to improve their sites and the estate, which again may instigate
capital investment by the Council alongside income generation. We also set
aside proceeds from investment property sales that are not performing, to allow
us to purchase new property within the Borough.
Liabilities

7.18

On the face of the Council’s balance sheet, there is £90.217 million of other longterm liabilities which relates to the pension fund liability.

7.19

The Council is committed to making future payments to cover its share of the
pension fund deficit - valued at £3.3 million as per the 2019-20 statement of
accounts.

7.20

We have also set aside £2.8 million to cover risks of NDR appeals plus other
smaller provisions. We have not allowed for any financial guarantees but have
identified one relating to the Electric Theatre.

7.21

The Council is also at risk of having to pay for levies relating to our liability for
asbestos but has not put aside money into a provision because it is not yet
certain. Details can be found in the 2018-19 Statement of Accounts.

7.22

Decisions on incurring new discretional liabilities are taken by the relevant
service leader and the Director of Finance.

7.23

A new accounting standard, IFRS16 – accounting for leases, comes into effect
from 1 April 2020. The key change is that accounting for lessees (ie leasing in
assets) will change, and there will no longer be a distinction between finance and
operating leases. The Council is currently working though the implications, but it
will mean an increase in the assets and liabilities of our balance sheet.

Proportionality
7.24

Due to the level of non-financial investments, the Council has identified the
proportion of income from these types of investments against gross service
expenditure.

Gross Service Expenditure
Investment property income
Treasury management income
Investment income %

7.25

2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
Actual Outturn Budget Budget Budget Budget
£000
£000
£000
£000
£000
111,763 113,426 111,923 103,101 104,447 105,863
8,903
9,052
7,665
7,664
7,692
7,692
1,985
1,920
1,685
1,547
1,564
1,797
10%
10%
8%
9%
9%
9%

The table shows that the income from both investment property and treasury
management income (“investment income”) contributes around 8% to 10% to the
gross cost of services across the Council.

Knowledge and skills
8.1

The Council employs professionally qualified and experienced staff in senior
positions with responsibility for making capital expenditure, borrowing and
investment decisions. For example, the Director of Finance and Financial
Services Manager (s151 and Deputy s151 respectively) are both qualified
accountants with many years’ post qualification experience. The Deputy Head of
Asset Management is a qualified chartered surveyor and member of the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) as are members of the Asset
Management team. The Council pays for junior staff to study towards relevant
professional qualifications including CIPFA, ACT (treasury), and RICS.

8.2

Where Council staff do not have the knowledge and skills required, use is made
of external advisors and consultants that are specialist in their field. This
approach is more cost effective than employing such staff directly and ensures
that the Council has access to knowledge and skills commensurate with its risk
appetite.

8.3

Under the new MiFID regulations, for the Council to be able to “opt-up” to
professional status, the Council is required to state the knowledge and skills of
key staff involved in the treasury decision making – this is a mandatory criterion.
Financial Institutions decide whether the Council can opt-up, and there is comfort
in that where the Council is accepted as a professional client; we have the
required level of skills and knowledge expected by the financial institution of key
treasury staff.

Risks
9.1 Officers submit bids with a proposed timeframe for the project to be
completed. This is put into the capital programme and feeds into the
liability benchmark (to determine where we may need to borrow – at a high

level), cash flow forecasts (projecting investment income and possible
borrowing costs feeding into the medium-term financial strategy) and the
MRP projections (again, feeding into the medium-term financial strategy).
9.2 The capital programme predicts the Council’s underlying need to borrow.
This is the starting point to determine whether the Council needs to borrow
externally, and for what period. If the profiling of the capital programme is
significantly wrong, this means the Council will have budgeted less
investment income, more external borrowing interest and more MRP than it
needs to. All these are a cost to the revenue budget and therefore the
council tax payer.
9.3 Officers are working to minimise this impact and meet on a quarterly basis
to review the capital programme and adjust the profiling. The medium-term
financial strategy is updated continually with the latest interest and MRP
projections taking account of the latest capital programme profile to ensure
the most realistic position is presented in the revenue budget.
9.4 Slippage in the capital programme could also mean costs are higher than
originally budget because of price inflation and changing market
conditions.
Treasury management risks
9.5

The effective management and control of risk are prime objectives of the
Council’s treasury management activities. The treasury management strategy
therefore sets out the various indicators and limits to constrain the risk of
unexpected losses and details the extent to which financial derivatives may be
used to manage treasury risks.

9.6

Overall responsibility for treasury management remains with the Council.
Treasury management activity involves risk and cannot be eliminated. The
effective identification and management of risks are integral to the Council’s
treasury management objectives.

9.7

Treasury management activity needs to be managed to maximise investment
income and reduce debt interest whilst maintaining the Council’s exposure to
risk.

9.8

Inflation is also a key factor. Investments are made and earn a return. If inflation
is high, and investment returns are low, the investment return is not keeping up
with inflation and the Council is, therefore, losing money.

9.9

Risk indicators relating to treasury management are in Appendix 1 section 7.
Risks relating to non-financial assets

9.10

There are some key identifiable risks of investing in property.

9.11

A downturn in the property market could lead to falling rents or higher vacancies
meaning that rental income may not cover borrowing costs.

9.12

In addition, a downturn could lead to a fall in property values which could impact
capital receipts if the Council wanted to sell the property to use the receipts for
other purposes.

9.13

The Council mitigates these by having a diverse investment property portfolio, a
review of tenant covenant strength prior to becoming a tenant, including a review
of the company finances and credit checks. The Council will also request rent
deposits where appropriate. In addition, we undertake a prudent cash flow model
for each prospective investment in order to appraise the cash flow risk and the
internal rate of return of the investment, and we keep abreast of the latest
property market information to inform decisions.
Consultations

10.1

The new capital bids have been reviewed by the JEABBTG.

10.2

The Lead Councillor for Finance and Asset Management supports the
recommendations in this report.

Financial Implications
11.1

The financial implications are covered throughout the report, and in the
appendices.

11.2

Although capital expenditure is not charged directly to the revenue budget,
interest payable on loans and MRP are charged to revenue, offset by an income
receivable. The net annual charge is known as financing costs; this is compared
to the net revenue stream (i.e. the amount funded from Council Tax, business
rates and general government grants).

General Fund
HRA

2019-20
2019-20
2020-21
2021-22
2022-23
2023-24
2024-25
Approved Outturn Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate
6.47%
0.60%
8.07%
24.80%
33.03%
61.78%
67.70%
30.13%
31.46%
31.03%
31.29%
30.37%
30.35%
31.45%

11.3

The budget for treasury management investment income in 2020-21 is £1.68
million, based on an average investment portfolio of £78.9 million, at a weighted
average rate of 2.18%. The budget for debt interest paid is £5.65 million, of
which £5.058 million relates to the HRA. If actual levels of investments and
borrowing, and actual interest rates differ from that forecast, performance against
budget will be correspondingly different.

11.4

Income from investment property is estimated to be £7.664 million in 2020-21.

11.5

The MRP budget is £1.639 million in 2020-21

11.6

Due to the very long-term nature of capital expenditure and financing, the
revenue budget implications of expenditure incurred in the next few years will
extend for many years into the future. The Director of Finance is comfortable that
the proposed capital programme is prudent, affordable and sustainable.
Risk indicators

11.7

11.8

The Council has set the following quantitative indicators to allow readers to
assess the total risk exposure as a result of investment decisions.
Total risk exposure
This indicator shows the total exposure to potential investment losses. This
includes amounts the Council is contractually committed to lend but have yet to
be drawn down and the guarantees the Council has issued over third-party loans.
Total Investment Exposure

Treasury management investments
Service investments: Loans
Service investments: Shares
Investment property
Total Investments

11.9

2018-19
2019-20 2020-21
Actual
Forecast Forecast
£000
£000
£000
95,628 105,165
78,906
4,619
8,998
13,498
3,183
6,103
9,103
161,244 148,244 148,244
264,674 268,510 249,751

How investments are funded
Government guidance is that we should show how these investments are funded.
Since the Council does not normally associate particular assets with particular
liabilities, this is difficult to comply with. However, the following investments
could be described as being funded by borrowing. The remainder of the
Council’s investments are funded by usable reserves and income received in
advance of expenditure.

11.10 The Council is not expected to borrow externally for any of the investment
exposure in the table at para 14.6, within this timeframe. The only exception in
the medium term could be the service investments in shares (Guildford Holdings)
and loans (North Downs Housing).
Rate of return achieved
11.11 This indicator shows the investment income received less the associated costs,
including the cost of borrowing where appropriate, as a proportion of the sum
initially invested. Councillors should note that due to the complex nature of the
local government accounting framework, not all recorded gains and losses affect
the revenue account in the year they are incurred.

Investments net rate of return

Treasury management investments
Service investments: Loans
Service investments: Shares
Investment property

2018-19
Actual
£000
1.38%
5.75%
0.00%
6.30%

2019-20
2020-21
Forecast
Forecast
£000
£000
1.42%
1.14%
5.75%
5.75%
0.00%
0.00%
5.50%
5.50%

11.12 Further indicators can be seen in Appendix 1, section 3.

12.

Legal Implications

12.1

Various professional codes, statutes and guidance regulate the Council’s capital
and treasury management activities. These are:










the Local Government Act 2003 (“the 2003 Act”), provides the statutory
powers to borrow and invest and prescribes controls and limits on these
activities, and in particular within the Local Authority (Capital Finance and
Accounting)(England) Regulations 2003
the 2003 Act permits the Secretary of State to set limits on either the
Council or nationally on all local authorities restricting the amount of
borrowing which may be undertaken
Statutory Instrument (SI) 3146 2003 (“the SI”), as amended, develops the
controls and powers within the 2003 Act
the SI requires the Council to undertake borrowing activity with regard to
the Prudential Code. The Prudential Code requires indicators to be set –
some of which are absolute limits – for a minimum of three forthcoming
years
the SI also requires the Council to operate the overall treasury
management function with regard to the CIPFA TM Code
under the terms of the Act, the Government issued ‘Investment Guidance’
to structure and regulate the Council’s investment activities. The
emphasis of the Guidance is on the security and liquidity of investments
Localism Act 2011

13.

Human Resource Implications

13.1

where additional resources are required to deliver schemes identified within this
report, officers have included this in the bid or have submitted a revenue bid.

14.

Equality and Diversity Implications

14.1

This duty has been considered in the context of this report and it has been
concluded that there are no equality and diversity implications arising directly
from this report

15.

Climate Change/Sustainability Implications

15.1

There are no specific implications as a result of the report, however, capital bids
have been made for some schemes relating to reducing carbon.

16.

Executive Advisory Board comments

16.1

Bids were reviewed by the JEABBTG and their comments are:

17.

Summary of Options

17.1

Officers have detailed the options within each new capital bid.

17.2

The MHCLG Guidance and the CIPFA TM Code do not prescribe any particular
treasury management strategy for local authorities to adopt. The Chief Finance
Officer, having consulted with the Lead Councillor for Finance and Asset
Management, believes the strategy represents an appropriate balance between
risk and cost effectiveness. Some alternative strategies and risk management
implications are:
Alternative

Invest in a narrower range
of counterparties and/or for
shorter times

Impact on income /
expenditure
Interest income will be
lower

Invest in a wider range of
counterparties and/or for
longer times

Interest income will be
higher

Borrow additional sums at
long-term fixed interest
rates

Debt interest costs will rise;
this is unlikely to be offset
by higher investment
income

Borrow short-term or
variable loans instead of
long-term fixed rates

Debt interest will initially be
lower

Reduce level of borrowing

Saving on debt interest is
unlikely to exceed lost
investment income

Impact on risk
management
Lower chance of losses,
from credit related defaults,
but any such losses may be
greater
Increased risk of losses
from credit related defaults,
but any such losses may be
smaller
Higher investment balance
leading to higher impact in
the event of a default;
however, long-term interest
costs may be more certain
Increases in debt interest
costs will be broadly offset
by rising investment income
in the medium term, but
long-term costs may be
less certain
Reduced investment
balance leading to a lower
impact in the event of a
default; however long-term
interest costs may be less

certain

18.

Conclusion

18.1

The information included in this report shows the position of the current approved
capital programme. Bids for future years that are viewed as essential projects
have been submitted by officers.

18.2

If all schemes proceed within the timescales indicated, there will be an underlying
need to borrow of £338 million by 31 March 2025.

18.3

The information in this report, and the Appendices, shows the Council has
adopted the principles of best practice and complied with the relevant statute,
guidance and accounting standards.

19.

Background Papers
None

20.

Appendices
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Detailed capital and investment strategy
Schedule of new GF capital bids for 2020-21 to 2024-25
Schedule of approved GF capital programme
Schedule of provisional GF capital programme
Schedule of reserves funded capital schemes
Schedule of s106 funded schemes
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Capital vision
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